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Abstract

The 2011 release of the first version of the ISO 26262 standard for automotive
systems demand the elicitation of safety goals following a rigorous method for
hazard and risk analysis. Companies are struggling with the adoption of the
standard due to ambiguities, documentation demands and the alignment of the
standards demands to existing processes. We previously proposed a structured
engineering method to deal with these problems developed in applying action
research together with an OEM. In this work, we evaluate how applicable the
method is for junior automotive software engineers by a descriptive study. We
provided the method to 8 members of the master course Automotive Software
Engineering (ASE) at the Technical University Munich. The participants have
each been working in the automotive industry for 1 to 4 years in parallel to their
studies. We investigated their application of our method to an electronic steering
column lock system. The participants applied our method in a first round alone
and afterwards discussed their results in groups. Our data analysis revealed that
the participants could apply the method successfully and the hazard analysis
and risk assessment achieved a high precision and productivity. Moreover, the
precision could be improved significantly during group discussions.
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1. Introduction

The safe construction and development of road vehicles is a very complex
task, due to the ever increasing features for drivers, e.g., adaptive cruise con-
trol. Considering all relevant aspects of safety is of paramount importance
during the product development. With the release of ISO 26262 - Road vehi-5

cles for Functional safety in November 2011, the automotive sector benefitted
from a consistent functional safety process for developing and constructing road
vehicles [1]. The standard’s scope covers electronic and electric (E/E) systems
for vehicles in series production with a max gross weight up to 3500 kg. Since
ISO 26262 is a risk-based functional safety standard addressing malfunctions, its10

process makes use of a hazard analysis to determine the necessary risk reduction
to achieve an acceptable level of risk. The necessary risk reduction is described
by an automotive safety integrity level (ASIL). Following an ISO 26262-based
process guides through the elicitation of safety goals, safety requirements up to
the level of technical safety requirements to reduce risks. This includes com-15

ponents/systems inside as well as outside the system boundary. Currently, all
vehicle manufacturer (OEM) and their suppliers working on adapting their pro-
cesses to be compliant to ISO 26262.

The standard adaption is difficult, because of the ambiguous and lengthy
texts in the standard. We proposed a structured and step-wise method for20

the hazard and risk analysis parts of the standard that is easy to follow [2].
The work was developed in action research in collaboration between FORD
Germany, University Duisburg-Essen, and ITESYS. However, the work was not
empirically evaluated with an alternative sample of engineers. We contribute
such an evaluation in this paper. In particular, we evaluated the following25

concerns:

• A measure of true positives and precision (true positives / all values) of
the application of our method steps in order to determine how well junior
engineers can apply these steps

• A measure of difference in precision between individual assessments and30

group assessments

• A measure of difference in productivity (filled relevant parts in a template)
between individual applications of our method

The Technical University of Munich (TUM) has a dedicated Master’s pro-
gram for Automotive Software Engineering. The selected students educated in35

this course benefit from lecturers from the automotive domain. We selected a
course for functional safety based on the ISO 26262 as the context for our study.
We provided a template based version of our method proposed in [2]. We de-
cided to use a template-based version of our method, due to time constraints
of the study. We plan to redo the study in the future with an introduction into40

UML, our profile, and our tool support. Note that we use UML in our method
presented in [2], because UML is a fairly well-known modelling notation that
can be easily extended with stereotypes in profiles. We created such a profile
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for the ISO 26262 terminology. Our profile can be mapped into SysML or other
refined UML notations with little effort. We did not want to prescribe a specific45

notation such as SysML, because we want our work to be applicable in a larger
scope. In our course at TUM 8 participants took part in our study. These all
had at least 1 year of experience working as a student in the automotive domain.
Moreover, we assessed their knowledge in software and safety engineering with a
questionnaire. The result shows (see Sect. 4) that the sample represents junior50

engineers in the automotive with on average rather limited experience in hazard
analysis and risk assessment.

Our results show that the method is applicable for our intended target au-
dience: junior engineers in the automotive industry. Nevertheless, we found
several points for improvement that our study revealed. Finally, we show that55

the precision of our method improves when applying it during group sessions.
This result confirms the importance of group discussions during hazard analysis
and risk assessment.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents back-
ground to our research and Sect. 3 contains related work. Section 4 shows the60

planning phase, Sect. 5 details our operational phase, Sect. 6 contains the data
analysis, and Sect. 7 shows the results of our exit questionnaires and interviews.
We report on threats to validity of our study in Sect. 8. Section 9 concludes
and provides directions for future research.

2. Background65

2.1. ISO 26262

ISO 26262 [1] was derived from the generic functional safety standard IEC
61508 [3]. It is aligned with the automotive safety life-cycle including specifica-
tion, design, implementation, integration, verification, validation, configuration,
production, operation, service, decommissioning, and management. ISO 2626270

provides an automotive-specific risk-based approach for determining risk classes
that describe the necessary risk reduction for achieving an acceptable residual
risk, called automotive safety integrity level (ASIL). The possible ASILs are
QM, ASIL A, ASIL B, ASIL C, and ASIL D. The ASIL requiring the highest
risk reduction is called ASIL D. For functions with ASIL A, ASIL B, or ASIL75

C, fewer requirements on the development processes, safety mechanisms, and
evidences are given in ISO 26262. In case of a QM rating, the normal quality
measures applied in the automotive industry are sufficient.

2.2. Our Structured Method for Hazard and Risk Analysis

We proposed a structured method based on UML models supported by a80

tool in order to derive technical safety requirements [2]. We used an item def-
inition and other engineering documents created using a ISO 26262-compliant
process as an input to develop a technical safety requirements documentation.
According to ISO 26262, the item is a set of functions realised by the system to
be built. We describe the method in more detail in the description of our study85

setup (see Sect. 4).
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3. Related Work

We are not aware of any publications about a structured and safety require-
ments analysis approach compliant to ISO 26262 including Hazard and Risk
Analysis that has been empirically evaluated.90

The following holistic approaches to safety management for the automotive
domain have been proposed. Tang et al. [4] present a holistic approach for
concerning the product lifecycle of automotive development. The entire safety
lifecycle including safety requirements analysis is presented by Baumgart [5].
The Safety Management System and Safety Culture Working Group provides95

guidance on functional safety development by different means, e.g., brainstorm-
ing, HAZOP, checklists, FMEA [6]. Jesty et al. [7] give a guideline for the safety
analysis of vehicle-based systems, including system analysis, hazard identifica-
tion, hazard analysis, identification of safety integrity levels, FMEA, and fault
tree analysis. All of these works lack an empirical evaluation.100

Researchers have proposed the following methods particular for hazard anal-
ysis in the automotive domain. Mehrpouyan [8] proposes a model-based hazard
analysis procedure (based on SysML models) for the early identification of po-
tential safety issues caused by unexpected environmental factors and subsystem
interactions within a complex safety-critical system. The proposed methodol-105

ogy additionally maps hazard and vulnerability modes to specific components
in the designed system and analyses the elicited safety requirements. Giese
et al. [9] present an approach that supports the compositional hazard anal-
ysis of UML models described by restricted component and deployment dia-
grams. Papadopoulos and Grante [10] propose a process that addresses both110

cost and safety concerns and maximises the potential for automation to address
the problem of increasing technological complexity. It combines automated haz-
ard analysis with optimisation techniques. None of these approaches has been
empirically evaluated, as well.

Empirical case studies exist for Hazard Analysis regarding fault trees. None115

of the existing studies evaluates a structured and standard compliant method
to ISO 26262.

Mouaffo et al. [11] conducted a controlled experiment to compare two tech-
niques for modelling stochastic dependencies of events in safety-critical systems.
Both techniques are based on fault-trees. The authors focused on the applicabil-120

ity of the method from the viewpoint of the users and their evaluation focused on
criteria such as the simplification of the notations, tools support and knowledge
base available. Martins et al. [12] propose novel ways of annotating fault trees
for an easier derivation of functional requirements. Jung et al. [13] conducted an
experiment on comparing Fault Trees Analysis and those of Component Fault125

Trees Analysis. The experiment was first run with university researchers and
later on replicated with practitioners. St̊alhane et al. [14] analyses the Failure
Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) technique in comparison to Misuse Cases re-
garding perceived ease of use, while Venkatesh et al. [15] analysed the perceived
usefulness by means of the Technology Acceptance Model. In addition, St̊alhane130

et al. compared Misuse Cases to use-case diagrams and textual representations
of use cases [16] and System Sequence Diagrams [17].
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In security engineering controlled experiments have been done to measure
the effectiveness and efficiency of e.g. vulnerability analysis techniques [18]
security patterns [19] and the application of standards in the aviation domain135

[20], as well as the effectiveness of hierarchies for security requirements patterns
[21]. Our study design is inspired by these studies. Note that we only take
elements of these studies, since we deliver at this point only a descriptive study
and not a fully fledged controlled experiment.

Chen et. al. [22] describe the use of the EAST-ADL2 architecture description140

language to integrate safety analysis techniques, a method for developing and
managing Safety Cases, and a systematic approach to model-based engineering.
This paper does not focus on hazard analysis and also does not describe a
empirical study.

4. Planning the Study145

Our structure for planning and reporting on the study is inspired by the
work of Scandariato et al. [18].

4.1. Goals

We define the goals of this study by using the template defined by Basili et
al. [23] in the following.150

Purpose The purpose of the study is to assess the effect of

Object of Study automotive hazard analysis and safety goal elicitation com-
pliant to ISO 26262

Focus on both individual and groups productivity and quality of the analysis
results155

Stakeholder from the point of view of junior safety analyst in the automotive
domain

Context and in the context of a master’s level lecture for Safety Engineering
as part of the course Automotive Software Engineering at the Technical
University of Munich (TUM).160

4.2. Participants

We surveyed the background of our participants by administering a ques-
tionnaire at the beginning of the study. The participants are 8 students at a
lecture for safety engineering in the automotive domain. All of the students are
enrolled in the Master’s level course Automotive Software Engineering at the165

Technical University of Munich (TUM). The course is positioned in the second
year of a 2 years master’s program (see Fig. 1).

All of the participants are working students in the automotive domain with
up to 4 years of working experience (see Fig. 2). Their working areas are mainly
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Figure 1: Study Time on a University

Figure 2: Work Experience

concerning software implementation (see Fig. 3). Note that students sometimes170

work in more than one area.
We also investigated their skill level related to hazard analysis. We asked

them in a questionnaire how they would rate their skill level and afterwards
provided a multiple choice question for that area. These questions were inde-
pendently reviewed by 2 senior researchers. We rated the quality of the possible175

answers to match the skill levels. The answer options were all correct, but some
answers had ambiguities in them. We used the well-established scale of exper-
tise from Ernaut [24] to classify the skill level of the participants. We present in
the following figures two bars for each element in the scale. The left bar repre-
sents the self-assessment of the students and the right bar represents assessment180

based on our questions, e.g., a student had to pick the least ambigues answer
to be rated as an expert.
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Figure 3: Working Areas in Software Engineering

Figure 4: Experience in Automotive Bussystems

We measured their knowledge with regard to important systems in the au-
tomotive domain. Their experience in Automotive Bussystems (see Fig. 4), e.g.
CAN Bus [25] and Realtime systems (see Fig. 5) were mostly in the skill levels of185

advanced beginner and competent. We analysed their skill level in software en-
gineering, as well. In software engineering most of the participants are advanced
beginners (see Fig. 6).

We measured the expertise in Safety Engineering and most of our partici-
pants have the skill level competent (see Fig. 7). Their knowledge in hazard190

analysis is almost evenly distributed between the levels of advanced beginner
and competent (see Fig. 8), which is what we expect from a junior safety engi-
neer. However, most of the participants had no experience with the ISO 26262
compliant risk assessment (see Fig. 9).
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Figure 5: Experience in Realtime Systems

Figure 6: Experience in Software Engineering

It is worth mentioning that almost all self-assessments of our participants195

matched the results of the questions, except for two difference in the realtime
systems (see Fig. 5) and hazard analysis (see Fig. 8) were students claimed to
be experts but were rated only as proficients according to the answer to our
questions.
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Figure 7: Experience in Safety Engineering

Figure 8: Experience in Hazard Analysis

Figure 9: Experience in ISO 26262 Risk Assessment
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4.3. Study Objects200

For this study we needed to select a structured method that contains all
the relevant steps for conducting a hazard analysis and risk assessment for the
automotive domain compliant to the ISO 26262. We based this on our previous
work with FORD that fulfils this criteria [2]. We refer to the related work of
that publication that no equally structured publicly available work exist and we205

checked for new publications before running the study.
The participants should apply our method to an example that is small in

size, so we could keep the entire study within the time constraints of 2,5 hours.
However, the example had to be rich enough so that different hazards and risks
can emerge. We selected the example of an electronic steering column lock210

system (ESCL) as introduced in [2], because it fits these criteria.
The main function of the ESCL is to provide lock and unlock commands to

the lock actuator automatically to enhance theft protection for vehicles with a
power button instead of a standard key. The ESCL interacts with the following
elements in the environment, namely the the driver, the lock actuator, and the215

vehicle. The item (the ESCL) controls the lock and the unlock commands, and
the lock actuator observes these information and reacts accordingly. The driver
presses the power button to crank or stop the engine. The vehicle moves at
a certain speed and therefore controls the phenomenon Speed. The following
requirements shall be considered for the ESCL: R1 - The steering column shall220

be locked, when the driver wants to immobilise the vehicle and R2 - The steering
column shall be unlocked, when the driver wants to drive. The requirements both
contain the lock actuator, while only referring to driver and vehicle.

4.4. Tasks

We proposed a method [2] for conducting a hazard analysis and risk assess-225

ment according to ISO 26262. The aim of the analysis is to identify and classify
the potential hazards of the item and to formulate safety goals related to the
prevention or mitigation of these hazards in order to achieve an acceptable resid-
ual risk. ISO 26262 demands a definition of the item, its basic functionality, and
its environment. We provided this description to the students in the form of a230

graphical model as described in [2]. In contrast to this previous work, we pro-
vided textual templates for the students to fill out instead of graphical models
to instantiate. The reason for this change is the increased time and education
the students would need to draw the models. The students had to complete the
following tasks (based on the steps of our method).235

Task 1. Instantiate Fault-Type Guide-Words. We proposed a set of so-
called fault-type guide-words inspired by the HAZOP standard [26]. The guide-
words help the developer to consider all relevant faults. We provided the fol-
lowing guide words for the students during the study: no, unintended, early,
late. Note that due to the time constraints we use only 4 of 8 keywords pre-240

scribed by the HAZOP standard. Each guide-word has to be instantiated for
the functions specified in the provided item definition. For each requirement,
all these fault-types are checked if they have to be considered, are not possible,
or are covered by other faults. For each considered fault, the students have to
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describe the effect on the system level and not on component or vehicle level.245

On the system level, the elements of the item are visible, e.g., actuators. In
vehicle level descriptions, only phenomena that can be observed or controlled
by the driver or other persons are used. The component level contains descrip-
tions of internal interfaces, e.g., CAN [25] messages. For faults rated not to be
considered, either a description why it is not relevant or a reference to at least250

one other fault specifies that it covers this fault as well.

Task 2. Situation Classification. We provided a list of driving situations
to the students, namely driving-at-high-Speed, driving-at-low-Speed, parking-
Maneuver-Situation, standstill-Engine-Off-Situation, stand-still-Engine-On-Sit-
uation, and to-tow-away. Using this list, the participants had to rate if a situ-255

ation is relevant for the described item with its requirements or not. Students
are allowed to create hierarchies of driving situations and if a more abstract
situation is rated, it is not necessary to rate the special situations. This is done
to reduce the overall effort of the hazard analysis, because the special situations
are not considered in the following steps. If a situation is rated as not being260

relevant, either a reference to another situation that includes this situation is
given, or a rationale has to be provided.

Task 3. Hazard Identification. For each fault/function combination, all
situations that could lead to a potential hazard had to be identified by the
participants in the list of situations being relevant. The participants have to265

describe the effect on the vehicle level, i.e., what behaviour could occur in case
of a potential item’s malfunction. Based on the effect on the vehicle level, they
had to describe the hazards and possible consequences. Hazards are defined in
terms of the conditions or events that can be observed at the vehicle level (e.g,
by the driver). A hazard is �caused by� a set of faults and refers to situations270

�when� it can occur. These refer back to the information elicited in Tasks 1
and 2. It is important that each relevant situation is referenced by at least one
hazard and each of the faults has to be considered by at least one hazard.

Task 4. Hazard Classification by Severity, Exposure, and Controlla-
bility. The objective of the hazard classification is to assess the level of risk275

reduction required for the hazards. To classify the hazard, the following steps
need to be performed by the participants. They had to estimate the potential
severity, exposure, and controllability using the predefined classes in ISO 26262
e.g. S0 (no injuries) and S1 (light and moderate injuries). The participants had
to provide a rationale for each class selected. We provided the descriptions of280

and examples for the classes from the standard [1, Part 3, Appendix B]. Based
on these estimations, the ASIL is determined automatically according to the
corresponding ISO 26262 table. For example, a rating of S3, E4, and C3 leads
to ASIL D. This table was provided to the participants, as well.

Task 5. Define Safety Goals. Safety goals have the attributes ASIL, safe285

state, and fault tolerance time. The ASIL is a measure of necessary risk reduc-
tion. The safe state is a state that shall be entered to avoid a hazard. The fault
tolerance time is the time an actuator state can be unsafe before the situation
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becomes hazardous, e.g., an undue brake intervention may have a fault tolerance
time of 100 ms in certain situations. ISO 26262 requires that at least one safety290

goal is assigned to each hazard rated as ASIL A, B, C or D. It is not necessary
to define safety goals for hazards rated as QM.

One safety goal can address several hazards. A hazard can be addressed
by more than one safety goal. ISO 26262 requires that if a safety goal can be
achieved by transitioning to or by maintaining one or more safe states, then the295

corresponding safe states are specified.
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Figure 10: Design of the Study

4.5. Design of the Study

We illustrate our study in Fig. 10, which consists of two lab sessions. In the
first lab session 8 participants followed our procedure for ISO 26262 hazard and
risk analysis for an electronic steering column lock. The second lab session the300

participants were split into 2 teams of 4 members each. They discussed their
results in teams with the goal of finding the most severe hazard with the highest
risks. This is essential, because hazard analysis often focus on the hazards with
the highest risk. If these cannot be reduced to acceptable risk levels the entire
item may not be included into the vehicle. Moreover, the participants should305

agree on all the information leading to the elicitation of that hazard: faults
and situations, as well as agree on controllability, severity, and exposure classes
and the subsequent ASIL. Finally, they should state one safety goal. After the
discussion within the teams finished the next assignment started. The two teams
had to agree on the most sever hazard including its ASIL values and resulting310

safety goal.
In summary, we decided for a design concerning one treatment applied in-

dividually and in groups. We randomised the assignments of participants to
groups. The same object of study was chosen for individual and team assign-
ments, because the previously learned information about the hazard should315

be discussed in groups. We observed the group discussions and evaluated if
the participants had enough information available from the application of our
method to engage in structured arguments. These are essential for finding the
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hazards with the highest risks in teams. We assessed the knowledge of partici-
pants of automotive systems, hazard analysis, and software engineering with a320

questionnaire that include self assessments and its validation via multiple choice
questions. We used the Ernaut [24] scale for knowledge acquisition and the mul-
tiple choice answers contained varying levels of granularity and we expected for
people that claimed to be expert to find the answer with the least granularity
and for proficients the answer with the least ambiguity or the 2nd least and so325

forth.
After the group study, we asked the participants for a self assessments for

their knowledge about functional safety and hazard analysis with the same ques-
tions as in the initial survey. We asked them for the time they required for the
processing of the questions individually and in groups. Moreover, we inquired330

if they learned hazard analysis via application of the method. We also asked if
they learned more in the individual or group discussions and if they are con-
vinces that the proposed ASIL and safety goal is correct. Finally, we asked all
the participants in a group for feedback with regard to positive and negative
aspects of our method.335

4.6. Hypothesis

Our goals for the study described in the beginning of this section are to
measure the quality of the results and the productivity of junior safety analysts.
We characterise the quality of the results primarily by the number of correct re-
sults (faults, driving situations, hazards and safety goals), because in particular340

the elicitation of relevant hazards found mean a more complete safety analysis,
and subsequently safer cars. In addition, the number of errors (missing or false
attributes of faults, driving situations, hazards, and safety goals) are relevant,
because they result in a waste of resources of the analysis team and the teams
for the ISO 26262 reviews.345

Correct results are called true positives (TP) and the errors are called false
positives (FP). The number of fields a participant can instantiated in our tem-
plates (RH). The productivity (PRO) is quantified considering the amount of
instantiated fields, true positives and false positives. Note that Scandariato
[27, 18] defines productivity as tasks processed per time unit. We define this350

notion differently from the definition of Scandariato [27, 18], because we are
interested in the productivity within a given time frame with respect to the
entire hazard and risk analysis.

The precision (PRE) is quantified as ratio of correct instantiated fields in
our templates over the total amount of fields in all templates used in our study.355

We consider the number of errors in the precision, which scales with respect to
the total amount of results. This corresponds to the reasonable assumptions
that, when more work is done, more mistakes are made. Note that Scandariato
[27, 18] defines precision as the TP with respect to TP and FP. We define this
notion differently from the definition of Scandariato [27, 18], because we are360

interested in the precision within a given time frame with respect to the entire
hazard and risk analysis.

In addition, we are interested on if our junior safety analysts could process
our method steps and the templates representing them in the time given. We
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measure productivity in this sense as a simple indicator for task being man-365

ageable in the timeframe given. The number of relevant instantiations (RI) is
the number of fields instantiated that should be instantiated. This considers
only that a value is contained in a field that should contain a value. Note that
it does not consider if this is the correct value. The productivity (PRO) is
quantified as ratio of relevant instantiated fields in our templates over the total370

amount of fields. This value serves as an indicator for the comprehensibility of
our templates. It reveals that if relevant fields are not even instantiated by our
participants, these are cause for concern and should be revised.

Table 1: Terminology

ID Measure Definition Formula
TP True Positive A field in a template is cor-

rectly instantiated (correct
result that experts found
previously or verified)

FP False
Positive

A field in a template is not
correctly instantiated (e.g.
incorrect fault)

RH Number Fields The total number of fields
that can be instantiated by
a participant

PRE Precision Percentage of correctly in-
stantiated fields by the par-
ticipants

TP / RH

RI True Instantia-
tion

Number of relevant fields in-
stantiated

PRO Productivity Percentage of instantiated
fields

RI / RH

Using the above definitions, we report on precision, as well as productivity of
our participants. Firstly, we report on precision individually when applying the375

entire method. Secondly, we report on the comparison of precision of individual
and groups only on the elicitation of hazards. Hazard are the essential output
of our method and deserve special consideration. Thirdly, we report on the
productivity of our method.

We are interested in the precision of the results of our students. As a hypoth-380

esis we are interested in knowing whether, on average, the number of correct
results is pre-dominant (at least 80 %) regarding all instantiated templates in-
cluding false positives. Admittedly, the choice of a 80% threshold is somewhat
arbitrary, it has been chosen before by Scandariato et al. [27] for measure
the precision of the Microsoft STRIDE threat analysis technique. The authors385

stated that this number is often regarded as a valid reference for precision in
domains such as information retrieval. We formulate our null hypothesis as
follows.

HPRE
0 : µ { PRE } ≤ 0.80
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We are in particular interested in the precision of the description of hazards390

including the ASIL determination and safety goals of individuals in comparison
to the subsequent work in teams. Our null hypothesis here is that individuals
produce the same percentage of correct hazards and safety goal descriptions as
the teams.

HPRET
0 : µ { PREINDIV IDUAL } = µ { PRETEAM }395

Moreover, we are interested in the productivity with regard to how many rele-
vant fields are instantiated. If relevant fields are missing the overall applicability
of our method is in jeopardy, because missing information in any hazard analy-
sis results to overlooked details and subsequently possibly even missed hazards.
As a hypothesis we are interested in knowing whether, on average, the number400

of relevant instantiated fields is pre-dominant (at least 90 %) regarding all fields
in all templates. We decided to aim for a higher value as the value demanded
for precision, because we do not consider the correct values of the instantiation
and check simply that relevant fields are instantiated. We formulate our null
hypothesis as follows.405

HPRO
0 : µ { PRO } ≤ 0.90

We use our results of the application of the method presented in [2] as a
baseline for the values of true positives in this study and also the time frame
given to the participants of the method is based on our previous experiences.

5. Operation of the Study410

5.1. Training of the Participants

The study is embedded into a master program on automotive software en-
gineering [28] and in particular in a course on safety engineering. The course is
held by a practitioner that consults with major automotive OEMs and is taught
as a compact course within a week of 8 hours daily. The first 4 hours of each415

day are a lecture, while the remaining hours are dedicated to labs.
On the first day of the course the students received in the lecture part a

introduction in the development of the ISO 26262 and its legal implications.
This introduction was held by a recently retired lawyer that worked with the
standard for a leading automotive manufacturer. Different to the security do-420

main, it is not sufficient in the safety domain to convince a certification body
and get a certificate for standard compliance (e.g., for ISO 27001 compliance).
In contrast, engineers follow the process outlined in the standard and document
a so-called safety case. These documents are the basis of a legal defence if an
accident happens with an automobile. The safety case has to show that the425

engineers did their due diligence in particular with regard to hazard and risk
analysis and followed all best practices. Finally, they have been told that they
have to sign with their name that they are convinced the hazard and risk analy-
sis is correct. We included such a question in our exit questionnaire (see Sect. 7)
for the students to find out if they would sign the analysis with their name and430

hence trust in the correctness of the results.
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Our study was conducted on the fourth day of the course. Each participant
received a basic training on hazard analysis in the morning, which did not con-
tain our specific method. We taught that during the beginning of the afternoon.
The participants received in the lecture in the morning a detailed introduction435

into working with the ISO26262 including the demands for hazard and risk anal-
ysis. The lecturer used a different example than the ESCL, which we used in
our study. This lecture mimics an introduction for automotive engineers to ISO
26262 compliant hazard and risk analysis.

5.2. Execution of the Study440

We initiated the lab on the fourth day of the course with an introductory talk
about our hazard and risk analysis method that was developed in collaboration
with FORD, ITESYS, and the University Duisburg-Essen (UDE) in 2013 [2].
The item description was provided in the form of a UML context diagram using
the previously introduced notation (see Sect. 2). Moreover, we explained the445

benefit of a structured method for this effort and our interest in how well the
students can apply the method. The introduction lasted 20 minutes. We also
brought a physical ESCL Lock for the participants so they could touch and
inspect the part in reality next to having seen our model. The entire lab session
lasted for 3 hours and we started at 2 PM.450

We provided an entry questionnaire to the participants to assess their knowl-
edge in automotive hazard analysis, software engineering, and ISO 26262 (see
Sect. 4 for details). The students worked on answering the questionnaire for 20
minutes in the lab.

Afterwards, we handed the students the exercise sheets out on printed paper.455

We instructed them to work on the sheets individually and direct all questions to
us and not to their fellow students. We asked them not to use laptops and other
digital devices. The participants worked on their paper sheets for 90 minutes
and applied the steps of our method.

As a next step, we had a 20 minute session in which the participants were460

split into 2 groups of 4 participants each. We asked them, based on the infor-
mation gathered in the exercise, to identify the most severe hazard and agree on
its attributes. We made this choice because the limited time did not allow us to
discuss all hazards and exercise sheets in groups. Our prime interest was to see
if the teams would agree on one hazard that deserves the most attention during465

the safety analysis. Moreover, we are interested to know if the students would
be able to agree on its risk values, in particular given the time constraint. Note
that risk values are the values for ASIL and the severity, controllability and ex-
posure that lead to the ASIL determination. Finally, we asked the participants
to discuss all together given the same task. We provided a time window of 10470

minutes for this discussion.
The study terminated with an exit questionnaire that the participants had

to fill out in the remaining time. The questionnaire asked if they had learned
about ISO 26262 hazard and risk analysis, and assessed the different experience
of working on the hazard analysis alone and in groups (see Sect. 7 for further475

details). Note that the entry and exit questionnaires are provided in German.
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However, two senior researchers that are native German speakers translated the
results to English.
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Figure 11: Overview TP/FP Method Steps
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5.3. Measurement Procedure

All questionnaires and exercises were done using paper sheets. The filled-out480

sheets of the study were returned immediately after the study. The filled-out
sheet were validated and digitalised by a senior researcher. The results of each
student were compared against the results, we documented when we developed
and applied the method previously (c.f. [2]). In case the answers matched with
the previous research, we evaluated them as a TP. If the the answers did not485

match, we had a senior safety engineer evaluate the answer and evaluated them
as a FP. For the case that the expert viewed the result as a TP that is different
from the initial result, we report on these cases in the analysis section (see
Sect. 6).

The students turned in the entry questionnaire once they filled them out.490

The questionnaire is evaluated by a senior researcher and the results were re-
ported within the planning section of our study (see Sect. 4). The report in-
cluded the self-assessment and the objective assessment with our multiple choice
answers. The questions itself were designed by one senior researcher and vali-
dated by another.495

We did not use time tracking of the individual steps of the method of each
participant. We provided a reminder 10 and 5 minutes before the time limits
were reached. The participants managed to stay within the provided time limits
and some participants finished even earlier.

The exit questionnaire was distributed after the exercise was finished and col-500

lected immediately afterwards. The sheets were checked by a senior researcher
and its answers checked. We asked the participants for another self-assessment
in the same fashion as in the entry questionnaire. The senior researcher com-
pared the answers and also reported on the participants assessment of the
method. We report on the findings in Sect. 7.505

6. Data Analysis

This section provides some descriptive statistics of the application of our
method and shows the evaluation of our hypothesis. The material used in our
study is provided online1. We analyse our data with the statistics software R2

and report on our results in the following.510

6.1. Precision Individuals: HPRE
0

Table 2 describes the results of our study. We present the scores of the 8
participants in the first lines of the tables. The participants received 1 point
for every field they instantiated correctly. The results of our method with the
experts in the previous work [2] is presented in the line MAX. These are the515

maximal number of points a participant could achieve in our study and the
baseline for our study. We describe the mean, standard deviation and also con-
tains the 95% confidence interval for all our method steps (one-sample Wilcoxon

1https://sites.google.com/site/researchhara/
2https://www.r-project.org
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test). We also illustrate these results in boxplots in Fig. 11. We report on our
findings per step (see Sect. 4.4) in the following paragraphs.520

Table 2: Evaluation of our Method: Precision

Participant Step2 Step3 Step4 Step5 Step6
1 10 11 8 8 4
2 20 15 7 8 4
3 15 13 2 8 5
4 20 17 8 7 6
5 4 7 8 4 4
6 14 12 7 3 5
7 19 12 6 8 4
8 14 16 8 8 1

MAX 20 18 8 8 6
µ 14.5 12.88 6.75 6.75 4.13
σ 5.5 3.18 2.05 2.05 1.45

CI [9; 19.5] [9.5;16] [5;8] [5.5;8] [2.5;5]
Precision 0.725 0.715 0.843 0.843 0.687

Step 2. With regard to our hypothesis, we can state that Step 2 is barely below
the targeted value of 0.80 with 0.725 (see Tab. 2). The confidential interval
(95% interval with one sample Wilcoxon Test) is [9:19.5] and the highest in our
test and reflects our problems. The p-value is 0.03552 (Wilcoxon signed rank
test). These values reflect the difficulty that the participants had with eliciting525

the faults in our study. The combination of function names with the fault
type guide words worked well, but the building of hierarchies was a significant
problem for our participants. This leads us to aiming for improvement for this
step. Hence, Step 2 needs to be improved, in particular with regard to the
hierarchies.530

Step 3. With regard to our hypothesis, we can state that Step 3 is barely be-
low the targeted value of 0.80 with 0.715 (see Tab. 2), as well. The confidence
interval (95% interval with one sample Wilcoxon Test) is [9.5:16] is lower than
in Step 2, but still higher than in the following steps. The p-value is 0.01415
(Wilcoxon signed rank test). These values reflect the difficulty that the partici-535

pants had with ranking the driving situations in our study. Hence, Step 3 needs
to be improved with more guidance for ranking driving situations.

Step 4. With regard to our hypothesis, we can state that Step 4 is above the
targeted value of 0.80 with 0.843 (see Tab. 2), as well. The participants managed
to execute this step reasonably well. The confidence interval (95% interval540

with one sample Wilcoxon Test) is [5:8] lower than the previous steps. The
p-value is 0.09751 (Wilcoxon signed rank test). We are confident that Step 4
was sufficiently executed.
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Step 5. With regard to our hypothesis, we can state that Step 5 is above the
targeted value of 0.80 with 0.843 (see Tab. 2), as well. The confidence interval545

(95% intervall with one sample Wilcoxon Test) is [5.5:8] lower than the previ-
ous steps. The p-value is 0.1814 (Wilcoxon signed rank test). The participants
managed to execute this step reasonably well. We have seen only minor prob-
lems with setting the severity, controllability, and exposure variables. We are
confident that Step 5 was sufficiently understood.550

Step 6. With regard to our hypothesis, we can state that Step 6 is below the tar-
geted value of 0.80 with 0.687 (see Tab. 2). The confidence interval (95% inter-
val with one sample Wilcoxon Test) is [2.5:5]. The p-value is 0.01991 (Wilcoxon
signed rank test). The precision of step 6 is the lowest of our method. The
description of the safety goal was challenging for our participants and we have555

to provide further support for this effort in the future.

6.2. Precision Teams vs. Individuals: HPRET
0

We illustrate the comparison between the results of the individual applica-
tion of Steps 4 and 5 of our method and the application between groups in
Tab. 3.560

Table 3: Individuals vs. Teams

Step Individual Group
Step 4 0.843 0.937
Step 5 0.843 0.875

Step 4. With regard to our hypothesis, we can state that for Step 4 the value
for groups is with 0.937 significantly higher than the value for the individual
assessment with 0.843 (see Tab. 3). Hence, we can reject the hypothesis for step
4. We observed that the groups discussed the hazards intensively, but after a
short time (less than 10 minutes) reached a unanimous agreement on what the565

most relevant hazard is and of what driving situations and faults it is comprised
of.

Step 5. With regard to our hypothesis, we can state that for Step 5 the value
for groups (0.875) is not significantly higher than for individual assessment
(0.843; see Tab. 3). We observed that among the group discussions only minor570

improvements and in particular severity and exposure variables were discussed.
We saw that the participants had problems with the examples in the standard
text individually and could resolve these issues in the group discussions fast.

6.3. Productivity: HPRO
0

We describe the results of our study with regard to productivity in Tab. 4.575

We present the missing (not instantiated) fields of the 8 participants in the first
lines of the tables. Note that we did not check the correct instantiations, but we
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included certain consistency checks such as if a driving situation is listed as not
relevant another field should state in which situation it is included. MAX shows
the maximal number of fields that should be instantiated. We describe the580

mean of the missing fields and the means of the instantiated fields, respectively.
Finally, we show the productivity in percent. We report on the productivity
results per step in the following.

Table 4: Evaluation of our Method: Productivity

Participant Step2 Step3 Step4 Step5 Step6
1 4 0 0 0 0
2 0 2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0
4 4 1 1 0 0
5 4 0 0 0 0
6 4 0 0 0 0
7 5 1 1 0 2
8 2 0 0 0 5

MAX 20 18 8 8 6
Mean Missing 2.875 0.5 0.25 0 0.875
Mean Correct 17.125 17.5 7.75 8 5.125
Productivity 0.856 0.972 0.968 1 0.854

We have not achieved a 90% productivity in Steps 2 and 6. The remaining
steps have only a small margin of not relevant uninstantiated fields. Hence, we585

focus our report on the steps 2 and 6.

Step 2. The productivity numbers confirm the problems with Step 2. Several
participants did not fill relevant fields and only 2 of participants managed to
instantiate all of the relevant fields. The not instantiated fields are mainly
related to the relevance of driving situations. These problems are consistent590

with the ones reported in the precision section.

Step 6. The productivity drop in Step 6 is below the 90%, but the cause are only
2 participants. The remaining 6 has instantiated all relevant fields. In particular,
the productivity drop is caused by participant 8 that did not instantiate 5 of
8 relevant fields. Thus, we do not believe this productivity drop demands a595

further investigation.

7. Debriefing

7.1. Exit Questionaire

We report in this section on the evaluation of our exit questionnaire. We
asked the participants how they would evaluate themselves after having con-600

ducted the study. Figure 12 shows the results of that question. The blue bars
(left) represent the assessment before the study and the orange bars (right) the
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Figure 12: Experience in Safety Analysis Before/After

ones after the study. The evaluations shows that we had a shift from Novice to
Advanced Beginner after the method.

Did you gain knowledge by applying our Method? The majority of our par-605

ticipants (6) simply stated that they gained knowledge by applying the method.
One participant stated that the assessment is based on subjective criteria. Fur-
thermore, one participant praised the structured method for reducing the effort
for hazard and risk analysis. Additionally, the method prevents to overlook
important cases.610

Did you gain more knowledge by applying our Method individually or in
a group? 7 participants rated the group discussions as an essential gain of
knowledge. One participants mentioned the reason for this is the comparison of
different opinions. 1 participant stated to have claimed more knowledge while
working on the topic alone. However, even this participant admitted that the615

group discussions helped to gain confidence in risk values.
Are you satisfied with the result (ASIL and Safety Goal)? Would you sign

with your name for the result, which may be used in a court of law? 7 partici-
pants answered with ’yes’. One of these participants added that the result equal
his personal assessment. 1 participant stated that he requires more practice to620

make a decision.

7.2. Exit Interview

We asked all the participants to state positive and negative feedback on our
method. We report first on the positive comments. The group discussions were
a great experience. The initial work alone helped to understand the scenario625

and to prepare for the group discussion. The method matches with ones own
intuition and the stepwise method is useful and comprehensible. Other meth-
ods that the participants had tried before did consider only situations and are
missing the structured fault elicitation.
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The comments for further improvement for Steps 2 and 3. Many participants630

stated that the decision criteria for building the hierarchies needs to be made
more precise. Moreover, misunderstandings of the diagram in Step 1 are fatal,
because they effect all subsequent steps. In addition, Step 5 was criticised. The
examples in the standard for severity, exposure and controllability are insuffi-
cient. The participants asked for further examples to make better assessments.635

In addition, each step should come with an explanation stating why this in-
formation is needed for the next steps. Moreover, participants stated that it
is hard to apply this method alone and that group discussions are essential to
confirm assessments.

8. Threats to Validity640

We disucss the threats to validity using the four validity classes proposed by
Wohlin et al. [29].

Construct validity The measures made for the study in terms of precision
and productivity might be not representative for measuring the applicability of
the method. A possibility exist that measures could be identified that are better645

than ours. However, we investigated further analysis works in the field [27, 24]
and did not identify any more precise methods than the ones used in this pub-
lications. In addition, we believe that the measure of the correctly instantiated
fields (precision) is an intuitive best practice for template based approaches.
Additionally, the amount of fields that were overall instantiated (productivity)650

shows if participants could possibly not fulfil the task of instantiating the field
at all. This measure provides insides into significant issues with the approach.
In addition, the final results achieved in groups instead of individual assess-
ments may be influence by not only the group discussion, but the extra time
the participants had to think about the hazards. Moreover, we mentioned to the655

students that we have a structured method and our interest in how well it can
be applied. This may have influenced the participants. In addition, we limited
the number of Hazop Guide words from 8 to 4, due to time constraints of the
study. The 4 keywords were selected by the authors based on their expertise in
the safety domain.660

Conclusion validity The study was conducted on a paper in which each step
of the method was outlined and some examples provided. The examples were
perceived and applied well to a different context by some participants, while
others stated that they would like more and different examples. We decided
not to put too many examples in order to avoid too long texts. Moreover, the665

study was done on paper and digitalised into an excel file afterwards. We had
two independent persons check that this digitalisation went without problems.
In addition, we had only 8 participants in the study. However, all of these
students are enrolled in a highly specific study path for automotive software
engineering and had years of experience in working in the automotive domain.670

It is a particular challenge to gather a large sample group of this type, which is
highly representative of the target audience.

Internal validity We had a single group of participants conducting the study.
The reason is the focus on individual and group application of our method.
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Moreover, a control group could have been given the ISO 26262 standard and675

applied it directly to the scenario. We decided against this approach, because
the relevant parts of the standard span over many pages and the participants
would have had to spend a significant time to read and understand the standard.
We deemed this unreasonable in the time frame of the study. Moreover, we have
a diffusion of treatment threat to validity. The study is based on a publication680

of our method and example [2] and the students could have read the paper
before participating in the study. We provided the initial step of the method
the item descriptions to the students. Hence, we cannot report on possible
problems on creating an item description. In addition, we asked the students at
the beginning of the study if they are familiar with that work and they declined.685

However, there is the possibility that some students may have answered less than
honest. In addition, we used just one method in our test and did not compare
the application of the scenario to multiple methods. The reason for this is that
our aim was to figure out the general applicability of our method with junior
safety engineerings and create a description of its application and identify steps690

that require improvement. Moreover, in industry engineers do have explicit
team discussions for the hazard and risk assessment, but they have peer reviews
in which experts from other departments or other companies redo the hazard
analysis and discuss about one part to reach a common assessment. Finally, the
researchers conducting the study are the same as the inventors of the method.695

This may have a positive effect on the qualitative evaluation.
External validity A threat to the external validity is that we conducted the

study with students instead of practitioners from industry. However, the sample
was taken in a specific master program for automotive software engineering and
all of the students have had years of experience working in the automotive700

domain. Moreover, the students received many courses from practitioners from
the industry that otherwise teach practitioners. Therefore, we are reasonably
certain the results of this study provide reliable conclusions.

9. Conclusions and Future Work

We previously contributed a structured method for hazard analysis and risk705

assessment compliant to the ISO 26262 standard [2]. In this work, we con-
tribute an empirical evaluation of our method with 8 participants from a master
course in automotive software engineering at the Technical University of Munich
(TUM). We provided the participants with a template, which fields they had to
instantiate. All of the participants worked already in industry. We measured710

the successful application of our method in precision (true positives / number
of fields). Furthermore, our participants applied the method initially alone and
discussed the results afterwards in groups.

Our study revealed the following results:

• the participants could apply our method with expected results and in715

particular the hazard analysis and ASIL assessment worked reliably well
(precision above 80%)
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• our hierarchies for driving situations and faults worked to some extend
but were challenging for the participants (precision above 70%)

• the greatest problem for the participants was the safety goal elicitation720

(precision above 60%)

• the group discussions improved the results of the hazard analysis (precision
above 90%)

In the future, we will repeat the study with further students and practition-
ers. Moreover, we want to test the UML version of the method against the725

template-based version. We are interested in the effect UML models have on
the comprehension of the participants when applying hazard analysis and risk
assessment in the automotive domain.
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